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1.Summary of key findings  

 

Ø 450 children from 16 Oxfordshire schools were enrolled in a Lunchboox book club 

during the 2017/18 academic year.  Most of those participating were in year 5. 

Ø  at home 86% spoke English with another language used by 14%.   

Ø Girls outnumbered the boys (61% vs 39%). 

Ø  While the boys were slightly less enthusiastic, they still enjoyed taking part (86% and 

94% of girls) and some schools targeted boys specifically, finding that Lunchboox was 

an effective way to engage them with reading.  

Ø During the year 33 titles were read by the children and each school received a total of 

up to 60 new books.   

Although the main focus is reading, an integral part of the sessions is to create a sense 

of fun, interest and excitement. A range of creative book-related activities help 

children to develop skills for reading and to talk about books. Their feedback shows 

these activities are both enjoyable and interesting. The children’s top 6 favourite books 

were:  

Knitbone Pepper Ghost Dog – Best Friends Forever by Claire Barker 
There’s a Werewolf in my Tent by Pamela Butchart 
Piggy Handsome by Pip Jones 
The Accidental Billionaire by Tom McLaughlin 
Greta Zargo by AF Harrold 
The Demon Headmaster – Total Control by Gillian Cross 
 

Ø Of the children who took part, 340 (75%) completed (anonymously) a short form to 

give feedback with seven set questions and space to say what they liked best in their 

own words and any suggestions for future improvements. 

• 91% (of whom 58% strongly agreed) of the children enjoyed coming. 

• 81% (of whom 65% strongly agreed) would like to carry on coming to Lunchboox. 

• 85% (of whom 55% strongly agreed) would recommend Lunchboox to a friend. 

Ø Club Leaders each volunteer their time - around 60 hours per school.  They were 

appreciated by the school staff who valued their commitment while many of the 

children also made positive comments about their own leader.  Their approach to the 

sessions shows creativity and flexibility to adapt with any changing needs of the 

children. There were challenges: leaders sometimes found that balancing the needs 
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of different abilities and coping with disruptions difficult. However, these were 

counteracted by the achievement of creating enjoyable sessions for the children, 

particularly seeing some individuals growing in confidence and transforming to keen 

readers. 

Ø 14 out of 16 schools gave written feedback, an increase from the previous year. All of 

those schools that gave feedback would recommend Lunchboox to other schools. 

Over half the Lunchboox schools noted books going “viral” in the playground with 

children talking to each other about Lunchboox titles while other popular activities 

were noticeboard displays and contact with authors including the successful 

Bookfeast Festival 2018, plus a range of events which they arranged themselves.  

Ø The majority of clubs (14/16) will continue for 2018-19 which is encouraging as 

school budgets continue to be reduced – one club will regretfully close noting that 

“the school has far tighter budgets.” There will be three new clubs starting up in 

September/October 2018 bringing the total for 2018/2019 to 17 clubs.  

Ø The  Lunchboox evaluation continues to show that these clubs made a significant 

measurable positive contribution to Oxfordshire schools aspiring to become book-

loving and outstanding reading schools. 
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2.Introduction  

Bookfeast is a charity dedicated to developing the habit of reading, in order to nourish minds 

and fire imaginations. Bookfeast creates projects and social experiences that encourage 

children and adults to enjoy and talk about books, and make the link between reading and 

writing.  

 

Bookfeast’s work with primary schools is all about making reading fun and encouraging 

children to enjoy reading and to read more, which they do through an annual Schools 

Festival for Oxfordshire primary schools, stand-alone author events and Lunchboox Clubs. 

 

Following a successful pilot of Lunchboox in five Oxfordshire primary schools in 2009, 

Bookfeast has gone on to work year on year with Oxfordshire schools to run Lunchboox book 

clubs for Year 4, 5 and 6 pupils.  

 

The aim of Lunchboox for each child is: 

• to promote enjoyment of reading  
• to encourage habitual reading 
• to explore books beyond their comfort zone 
• to develop confidence in articulating their responses to books 

 

An additional aim of the programme is: 

• to help schools to be “book-loving” schools 
• to help encourage their pupils more widely to become life-long readers 

 
In 2017/18 16 schools took part. Schools pay £590 per year for the Lunchboox programme 

for which they received up to 60 new books, and 21 club sessions with a trained volunteer 

Club Leader at the school. 

 

Oxfordshire terms 

This report uses the six term system.  In the Oxfordshire state funded school system there 

are six terms per academic year. The previous system had three terms - autumn, spring and 

summer – each old term is equivalent to two new terms. 
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3. Evaluation purpose and scope 

 

The purpose of this evaluation is: 

• to assess how well the Lunchboox programme met its aims in 2017/18 
• to record  and synthesise the data from Lunchboox in 2017/18, so all those involved 

know what they achieved last year and who was involved 
• to learn and share what went well and what could have gone better 

 

 

4. Evaluation methodology and sources 

The evidence evaluated in this report was gathered through: 

• Face to face interviews with the Bookfeast Manager  
about the aspirations for Bookfeast, its successes, challenges and areas for 
development 

• Information on the Bookfeast website http://www.bookfeast.net/ 
• Photographs of the activities at the clubs 
• The Bookfeast Manager’s annual report 
• Schools Festival 2018 summary report by the Bookfeast Manager  
• Written weekly feedback from Club Leaders 
• Written surveys from children who took part  
• Feedback forms from headteachers and teachers 

 

Table 1: Surveys by number of returns 2017/18 

 

 School taking part Children’s’ 

feedback 

Teacher 

feedback 

Club Leader 

feedback out of 

3 

1 Beckley 29  1 

2 Brize Norton 18 1 3 

3 Cutteslowe , Oxford 18 1 3 

4 Dr South’s, Islip 24 1 1 

5 Harwell Primary 20 0 3 

6 Madley Brook, Witney 26 1 3 

7 North Kidlington Primary 24 1 3 

8 Orchard Fields, Banbury 19 1 3 

9 Pegasus, Oxford  26 1 2 
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5.What we know about the impact of reading for pleasure  

 

Lunchboox - with Michael Rosen as its patron, a leading campaigner and activist in the 

creation of “book-loving” schools - has an evidence-based approach to the benefits of 

children reading outside a classroom setting and reading for pleasure. 

 

Evidence shows that pupils who can read are overwhelmingly more likely to succeed at 

school, achieve good qualifications, and subsequently enjoy a fulfilling and rewarding career 

(1). However, decoding is only part of the story, pupils need to develop speed and fluency to 

become mature readers and the Department of Education says, “The best way to do this is 

to instil a passion for reading”, and that book clubs are an excellent way of encouraging 

pupils to read broadly and frequently. (2)  

 

Reading for pleasure is important for both educational purposes and personal development 

(3). Adults who enjoy reading find it has positive impact on their wellbeing and resilience. 

However, research from the University of Liverpool in 2015 found that whilst 58% of people 

read regularly, 16m adults in the UK – almost a third of the UK adult population – are lapsed 

readers, who used to read but either rarely read now or don’t read at all. Dr Josie Billington 

who did the research said: “Whilst the cumulative societal benefits of reading have been 

widely acknowledged, it’s important also to recognise the gains to be had from reading on 

our personal health and wellbeing.” (4)  

 

10 St Barnabas, Oxford 14 1 2 

11 St Christopher’s, Oxford 22 1 3 

12 SS Mary and John, Oxford 14 1 3 

13 Windmill, Headington 24 1 3 

14 Witney Community Primary 13 1 3 

15 Wolvercote 23 1 3 

16 Wood Farm, Headington 24 1 3 

 Total 340/450 14/16 41/48 
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The National Literacy Trust commissioned research into reading hard copy books as opposed 

to on-screen reading. It found, in a survey of of 35,000 young people aged between eight 

and 16 at 188 schools in the UK, that on-screen reading is on the increase, but that they are 

almost half as likely to be above-average readers than those who regularly read print  (5). 

  

The notes and guidance for the statutory teaching of the National Curriculum encourage a 

wider reading of both fiction and non-fiction to establish a love of reading (6). 

In other words, teaching children to read words and be good at listening and comprehension 

is not enough – it is pleasure and passion for reading books developed in childhood which 

stay with young people though to adulthood.  

 

6. The books  

Popular picks 

A total of 33 different titles were read over the course of the year across a range of genres 

by the clubs, most of these being newly published fiction titles. Funny, illustrated books 

proved the most popular picks. A selection is below:  

     Autumn Term 2017   

Knitbone Pepper Ghost Dog – Best Friends Forever by Claire Barker 
There’s a Werewolf in my Tent by Pamela Butchart 
Piggy Handsome by Pip Jones 
The Accidental Billionaire by Tom McLaughlin 
Greta Zargo by AF Harrold 
The Demon Headmaster – Total Control by Gillian Cross 
The Bolds on Holiday by Julian Clary 
The Pudding Plan by Joe Berger 
Kid Normal by Greg James and Chris Smith 
 

Spring Term 2018 

Knighthood for Beginners by Elys Dolan 
Bee Boy by Tony de Saulles 
Aubrey & the Terrible Yoot by Horatio Clare 
Jinks and O’Hare Funfair Repair by Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre 
Witch for a Week by Kaye Umansky 
Electrigirl and the Invisible Thieves by Jo Cotterill 
Travels of Ermine – Trouble in New York by Jennifer Gray 
Alex Sparrow and the Really Big Stink by Jennifer Killick 
Danger is Still Everywhere – Beware of the Dog by David O’Doherty 
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Summer Term 2018 

Shiny Pippin and the Broken Forest by Harry Heape 
The Phantom Lollipop Man by Pamela Butchart 
The Travels of Ermine by Jennifer Gray 
You Can’t Make Me Go to Witch School by Em Lynas 
Spynosaur by Guy Bass 
The Nothing to see Here Hotel by Steven Butler 
Hamish and the Baby Boom by Danny Wallace 
Julius Zebra Entangle with Egyptians by Gary Northfield 
The Chocolate Factory Ghost by David O’Connell 
The Royal Rabbits of London 2 – Escape from the Tower by Santa Montefiori 
Piggy Hero by Pip Jones 
 

 

7.Detailed findings 

7.1 About the schools 

Bookfeast worked with 16 schools in 2017/18 to run Lunchboox clubs for Year 4, 5 and 6 

pupils. This is about 5% of Oxfordshire’s maintained primary schools.  

The schools were a mix of urban and rural schools across Oxfordshire, with ten schools 

based in Oxford, one in Kidlington and in Banbury, two in Witney (a market town), three in 

villages across the County. 

 

7.2 About the pupils and the clubs 

In 2017/18, around 450 children signed up and most attended regularly over the year. The 

group size was usually between eight and ten with 15 - 28 children per year per school taking 

part. The schools generally chose which children would benefit most from taking part, but 

also children volunteer to come.  

 

The children were asked to give some relevant demographic data about themselves through 

an end of term survey. Most (343) but not all children who attended clubs completed a 

survey form  (see Table 1). 

 

The profile of those who responded to the survey is shown in Table 2. 

It is broadly stable, having been at the same level as previous years, with more girls than 

boys attending overall. However, more boys joined in 2017/8 than last time, an increase 

from 31% to 39%.  
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The higher attendance of girls at Lunchboox than boys reflects the national picture. It was 

reported on BBC 1 in June 2017 that a study by the National Literary Trust (NLT) had found a 

significant drop in boys' reading enjoyment between the ages of eight and sixteen - from 

72% at ages 8 -11 to 36% at ages 14-16. Girls' pleasure in picking up a book also dropped off 

in the teenage years, though not quite as markedly. At ages 8 -11 83% of girls said they 

enjoyed reading, but this dropped back to 53% at ages 14-16. Director of the NLT Jonathan 

Douglas said:  

"Young people's love of reading steadily declines from the day they leave primary 

school to the day they leave secondary school - particularly when it comes to boys. This 

is a trend we must reverse."  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-40091650 

Whilst the vast majority, 86% of the club members speak English at home, 14% mainly speak 

another language although a few children also added that both were spoken equally. The 

two main year groups remained years 5 and 6 with a similar profile to last year.  

  

Table 2: Participant’s Profile, 2017-18  

 

 number  % 

Girls 206 61% 

Boys 131 39% 

Year 4 13 4% 

Year 5 208 62% 

Year 6 115 34%% 

English speaking at home 286 86% 

Non English speaking at 

home  

41 14% 
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What happens in the clubs  

The clubs have three cycles per year: Autumn, Spring and Summer. The groups meet each 

week, usually during the lunch hour for about 35 minutes There are seven sessions over two 

terms adding up to 21 sessions in an academic year.  

Two books are read per cycle, i.e. one book per term. Each child who attends has the 

opportunity to read two books. At the end of the year, the school keeps the six sets of up to 

10 new books.  

 

Book choosing 

At the first session children meet the Club Leader and others in the club. They are 

introduced to the idea of being in a reading club, with the emphasis on enjoyment, 

participation and having fun (rather than literacy). The book is chosen in the first session of 

each cycle and a picnic hamper of new books, described as ‘food for the brain’, is brought in 

for the children to look at, hold, talk about and respond to. The club members then vote on 

the two titles which they are keen to read. The selected titles are then ordered, one copy for 

each child, and distributed later with the target page for the next session indicated on a 

special bookmark. 

 

Activities, discussions and scrapbooks   

The following six sessions run weekly, with children agreeing a target page to reach after 

each meeting. Then they talk about the section of the book they have read, and take part in 

a range of activities related to the book. Before leaving, they are given the next target page 

to mark up on their bookmarks and to aim for by next week. 

 

Each club keeps an activities scrapbook of all the children’s writing and drawing related to 

the books.  These may be arty, crafty, word games, colouring, writing reviews, author 

interviews etc.  Scrapbooks vary in content but reflect each club’s output and individuality. 

Some schools display scrapbooks in the entrance hall or classroom. 
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What the children said about the clubs   

Responses rate  

Each child taking part in Lunchboox was invited to give feedback about their experiences via 

a survey at the end of their club time. In total, 343 completed a survey. Based on regular 

attendance, the rate of return is 76% - slightly higher than last year.  

 

Summary responses to questions 1-7  

The children were asked how much they agreed with the following seven statements on a 

scale of strongly agree, agree, not sure, disagree and strongly disagree (table 3). 

Table 3: Summary of answers for questions 1-7  

Questions 1-7 Strongly 

Agree 

(%) 

Agree (%) Not Sure  

   (%) 

Disagree 

(%) 

Strongly 

disagree 

(%)  

1. I enjoy coming  

 

 58  33 6   3  1 

2. I spend more time 

reading than before 

joining 

 25  30  25 12 9 

3. Lunchboox gives me 

exciting ideas to 

talk about  

 34 39  18 7 2 

4. I read a wider 

variety of books 

than before 

 28 30  25 13 5 

5. Lunchboox has 

helped me talk 

about books 

30 38 20  10 3 

6. I would like to carry 

on  

65 16 15 3 2 

7. I would recommend 

the club to a friend  

55 30 12 1 2 
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The approach with individual surveys means that every child who takes part gets a chance to 

say how they felt about their experience. From the way the forms are completed it is clear 

that most consider their responses carefully and appear to reflect their experiences.  

 

Key messages from the children 

Lunchboox is popular with most children enjoying the sessions, wanting to carry on with 

them and would recommend Lunchboox to a friend, while attending gave them exciting 

ideas to talk about. Nearly seven in ten said and Lunchboox helped them talk about books. 

More time is spent reading by 55% and a wider variety by 58% 

 

Although 58% thought they read a wider variety of books, 18% disagreed. Asked about time 

spent reading, 55% said this was more after attending the club while 21% did not think so.  It 

may be that those children were unaware how their reading habits may have changed but it 

is also possible that they were already spending time and reading a variety of books so this 

has not changed - and a few write to that effect on their forms. 

 

• 91% (of whom 58% strongly agreed) of the children enjoyed coming. 

• 81% (of whom 65% strongly agreed) would like to carry on coming to Lunchboox. 

• 85% (of whom 55% strongly agreed) they would recommend Lunchboox to a friend. 

• 73% agreed (34% strongly) that Lunchboox gave them exciting ideas to talk about.  

• 53% agreed (25% strongly) they spent more time reading now than before joining 

Lunchboox.  

• 58% agreed (28% strongly) that they read a wider variety of books since joining 

Lunchboox.  

• 68% of children agreed (30% strongly) that Lunchboox has helped them talk about 

books.  

 

Those who found it hard 

As with the last three years, a small minority (15%) of children were unsure about continuing 

and 5% said they didn’t wish to return although responses to other answers showed that 

most had enjoyed the experience.  
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The number of children who drop out during the terms is not formally recorded and 

collated, though usually noted by Club Leaders in their termly feedback. Club Leaders also 

noted in their feedback reactions such as when a child seemed reluctant to come.  

One reason was that if a child felt she/he was made to come by a teacher, (actively 

discouraged by Lunchboox) they resented attending which influenced their attitude from the 

start.  

Another reason was when a child lacked confidence and was uncertain about keeping up 

with the others.  

Occasionally the session clashed with another school activity. 

 

What the children enjoyed  

The children were asked to say in their own words what they enjoyed, and they made over 

300 comments which fell into eight broad categories as shown in Chart 1. There were many 

mentions like “love it!”, “exciting”, and “all of it” Some children added to the survey form: 

one wrote “I want to stay” all over her form with “really, really” many times.  Another 

politely added after the “thank you” at the survey form end: “you are welcome” 

Generally, comments fell into eight key themes (below) here in the children’s own words. 

 

 
Activities 

 “You get to make models of the characters” Boy Year 5 North Kidlington 

“ It encourages you to read more and you get to do fun activities based on the book,” 

Girl Year 6 Dr South’s, Islip 
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Books/reading 

 “It’s fun and it helps me think about it all” Girl Year5  Wood Farm 

“Reading fun and exciting books” Boy Year 5 Pegasus 

“I read books I wouldn’t before I came” Girl Year 5 Witney 

Fun/games 

 “You read books and then have fun making stuff up” Boy Year 6 Brize Norton 

“I love Lunchboox because we have lots of fun and love coming every week”  

Girl Year 5 Witney 

New /different/variety books 

“I get to read different genras (sic) of books” Girl Year 5 North Kidlington 

“I like to read newly published books” Boy Year 6 Wolvercote 

Talking/discussion 

 “We get to say our opinion.” Girl Year5 Windmill 

 “Interacting with other children about the books!” Girl Year 5 Beckley 

“I like how you read a book and then talk about it with other people”  

Girl Year 6 Cutteslowe 

 “That you get to share ideas with others” Boy Year 5 Harwell 

“You talk and work in a group you would not normally do” Girl Year 6 Wolvercote 

    Food/treats 

Eating food at the end of the book” Girl Year 5 Wood Farm 

“Eating biscuits!” Boy Year 5 Beckley 

“Cookie decorating”. Boy Year 6 Madley Brook 

Helps better reading/learning 

“Helps me read more quickly and get more into books” Girl Year 6 St Mary and John 

“When I read at home am not so good so am reading better here” 

 Girl Year 4 Madley Brook 

“I like how books give me descriptive words when I work in class”  

Girl Year 5 St Christopher’s  

Club leaders  

 “The teacher because she is fun and bubbly” Girl Year 5 Dr South’s, Islip 

 “The teachers, the funny moments, everything!” Boy Year 5 Orchard Fields 

 “I love doing activities with Granny Sue” Girl Year 6 St Mary and St John
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Suggestions to make the club better 

Children’s responses here show the majority want Lunchboox to stay the same as it is great 

as it is.  

There were some ideas, mainly to make the sessions longer, more frequent and have more 

books.   

Quizzes and mind teasers were suggested to add to the activities while more treats/sweets 

were also welcomed. 

 

It is notable for the first time there were mentions of having more challenging/harder books, 

especially for older children. Some found the current choice more aimed at the younger 

ones and suggest some more advanced reading. This approach will be considered for the 

2018/19 programme. 

  

However, for most the consensus was enthusiastic: 

 “Love every single thing – I want to come back!” Girl Year 6 Beckley 

“Nothing! Thank you for Lunchboox!!” Girl Year 5 Dr South’s Islip 

“It is brilliant as it is” Girl Year 5 Wood Farm 

 

Examples of the children’s creative activities, pasted into scrapbooks  

 

  Fun ideas for a medieval banquet  
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Display of work about Bee Boy by Tony de Saulles 

 

  
Artwork inspired by Electrigirl by Jo Cotterell 

 Maps and masks for John Dougherty’s Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face   
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The Chocolate Factory Ghost by David O’Connell 

The Accidental Billionaire by Tom McLaughlin

  

  
Characters from Piggy Handsome by Pip Jones 
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7.3 What the teachers said  

Headteachers’ and Teachers’ Annual Survey 2017/18 

In 2015/16 a teachers’ questionnaire was developed to provide Bookfeast with robust 

information about how the impact of Bookfeast is seen from the schools’ perspective. This 

was distributed to Lunchboox schools in June 2018 to gain similar feedback.  14 out of 16 

questionnaires were returned.  

 

“One reluctant reader told me it made him want to read more because the books were 

 funny.” (Teaching Assistant, Orchard Fields) 

 

Key messages – positive impacts 

The teachers were asked to note any positive effects on the reading haits of the children 

who took part. The number of returns per question are in brackets below. 

• Reading more fluently? (7/14) 

• Reading more frequently? (9/14) 

• Chatting about the books they’re reading? (13/14) 

• ‘Buzzing’ after a Lunchboox session? (10/14) 

• Sharing Lunchboox books with other children? (12/14) 

 

“It has been lovely seeing them (especially the boys) being excited about reading and 

discussing a book and then encouraging other children in the class to read the book too.” 

(Year 5 class teachers, Wood Farm) 

 

“Some of the children have become more confident talking about books and show more   

willingness to read.  Depending on the book, they have shared with other children.” 

 (Deputy Head, St Barnabas) 

 

“Children have started reading other books by the same author following the Lunchboox 

sessions. Gary Northfield books have become popular after the children read the Julius 

Zebra books” (Literacy Coordinator, Cutteslowe)  
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Key messages- Targeting readers 

They were also asked if they targeted children with lower reading abilities, boys or reluctant 

readers for Lunchboox. The results are below. 

• Less confident children (11/14) 

• Children with lower reading abilities (10/14) 

• Reluctant readers (10/14) 

• Boys (7/14) 

This year it was less confident children who were targeted as key audiences followed by 

those with lower reading abilities and reluctant readers. About half aimed at boys although 

one teacher commented that she had noted little difference compared to the girls. Another   

comment was that groups work better when they are all roughly the same level for reading 

than being mixed ability while another noted that they focused on children where one to 

one reading at home may be difficult 

 

Key messages - Value for money and organisation 

86% reported that the £590 fee was good value for money and planned to renew their 

subscription for 2018- 19.  Overall satisfaction was high 

“The children are always extremely keen to join one of the groups and we are usually over-

subscribed. This is partly because of children passing on recommendations to peers and 

partly because children want to do a second slot after enjoying the previous sessions” 

(Jane Eagle, English subject teacher, Witney) 

 

• 100% said they would recommend Bookfeast. 

• 100% said they were satisfied with the administration, organisation and volunteering. 

• Two had decided not to renew – one because although they liked Lunchboox the 

explanation was that budget restrictions meant they could not continue: 

“Lunchboox has been a fantastic part of school life for the past six years. However, the school 

has a far tighter budget this year and while we will continue to buy new books it will not be 

at the same level We will need to encourage the love of reading in different ways.” 
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Asked for suggestions, the idea of having a parent friendly questionnaire/feedback form was 

put forward to gain more insights into the impact of Lunchboox   

Although four of the 14 already had Lunchboox assemblies/book related presentations to 

the rest of the school, three others now thought they would like to do this. One teacher felt 

she would benefit from watching a session to implement some of the approaches in the 

classroom too. 

 

7.4 What the Club Leaders said 

 

Role of the Club Leaders 

The Club Leaders work as volunteers and their role is to prepare each session and lead it. 

The skills, commitment and flexibility of the volunteers is paramount to the success of a 

Lunchboox Club. The number of hours they give each year has not been formally measured, 

but is at least three hours for each session (travel, preparation and delivery which would 

amount to around 60-70 hours per year per school.  

End of session evaluation 

At the end of each session club leaders record attendance, reading to the target page, the 

activities and the children’s responses to them. This is a main source of data for this 

evaluation. 

  

Support and development 

Fourteen volunteer Club Leaders are staying on to help for another year.  Bookfeast 

continues to recruit new volunteers, with Banbury in the north of the county proving more 

challenging.  The Manager is confident that by October half term 2018 eighteen clubs will be 

up and running with fully trained volunteers. 

 

 “Club Leaders continue to be hugely inventive and creative with their ideas for 

activities relating to the books children choose, as shown by some of the photos in this 

evaluation report of scrapbook pages all accomplished in half an hour!”  

 (Bookfeast Manager’s report, summer 2017) 
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Two gatherings for Club Leaders have been held during the year, in addition to a training 

morning. These are valued by volunteers as an opportunity to network, swap resources and 

ideas and to chat about any problems.  Bookfeast has continued to encourage volunteers to 

network with each other (via Dropbox and email) and to share resources about books and 

activities. 

Generally leaders felt appreciated by the school and supported in their school, but some 

cases of lack of organisation meant that some children missed sessions due to other school 

activities. This meant some sessions were reduced/cancelled making it more difficult to keep 

the children motivated. 

. 

Creative responses to the books  

The activities are greatly valued and enjoyed by the children as cited in their surveys. 

The Club Leaders recorded a wide range of creative activities and much fun and laughter. 

Some highlights are listed below.  

• zebra heads 

• origami swords  

• creating displays 

• mask making 

• tasting honey  

• quizzes, word searches, paper puzzles 

• role play and drama 

• making pencil tops 

• keyrings associated with the book 

• decorating a witches hat 

• designing a special hotel 

• paper aeroplanes 

Club Leaders were encouraged by the clear enjoyment expressed by most groups:   

“This has been a lovely group - - great fun and bright and they all asked it they could 

do it again next year, so can imagine they will be popping in to join sessions.”   

Club Leader, Harwell  
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“Got some rave reviews! Great atmosphere today, children were happy and keen and 

it was probably the best session of all.” Club Leader, Beckley 

The first session is focused on telling the children about where they can read and when, for 

example, by showing photos of people reading in a variety of places. The remaining sessions 

help children develop skills for reading prior to independent reading outside the club. In 

addition to the fun activities others have a more serious side: 

• Discussing the book from different viewpoints 

• Team working for displays – listening skills and following instructions 

• Independent reading in the group  

• Reading aloud to the group or a friend 

• Quizzes, crosswords and puzzles 

• Taking on a books character and discussing their actions and options 

• Discussing the plot development and ending with children suggesting their own 

• Identifying what ‘difficult’ words mean and when they might be used 

• Retelling the story in their own words 

• Predicting what will happen next 

 

Discussion about the books 

Club Leaders report that the excitement of the activities can sometimes take most attention 

thus stopping/reducing a more in depth discussion of the book.  However activities are 

always related to the book and the content discussed often encompassed wider topics like 

threats to the natural world (reduction of bees, for example) and how to deal with incidents 

of bullying. 

 

Challenges  

Last year the major challenge was the range of abilities within a group but this year 

disruption was mentioned more frequently with over- excited and lively children, only a few 

being purposely difficult.  
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“The group was difficult at times because some children were less committed, some 

helpful, emphasising the requirements of the Lunchboox group to the next lot of 

children before they start.” Club Leader North Kidlington 

 

Club leaders recognised that some of these children were “needy” seeking adult attention 

and sought ways to involve and motivate them. They were often flexible in their approach to 

other challenges. In one case when children criticised the plot, the Club Leader persuaded 

them to email questions to the author’s website and the children were thrilled to get 

answers plus some badges/posters. 

 

Other strategies used by leaders included incentives and rewards for reading to a certain 

page, letter to parents asking them to support their children and asking teachers to remind 

them to take books home over the weekend.  

 

One issue this year was the reaction to some books which the group found “babyish” and 

too easy so this will be a learning point for next year’s choices although is always a challenge 

to balance against “too difficult”, especially in a mixed ability group.  If a group has a lower 

than average reading level then the content of the book will often not match their age. 

 

It was clear from Club Leaders feedback that they had a special sense of achievement with 

children who had lacked confidence/interest in the past: 

“One previously shy, uncommunicative child made a huge use of similes. I feel she has 

come out of her shell in this group”. Club Leader, Orchard Fields 

 

“His mum said he was loving the book and had read 50 pages having got the book 

that morning – and he was “not a reader.” Club Leader, Cutteslowe 

 

“The three boys in the group always arrived early and chatted about what they had 

read and thought -their enthusiasm inspired each other.”  

Club Leader, North Kidlington 
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“One of our quieter and less-confident children would read out bee facts between him 

and his partner.” Club Leader, Windmill 

 

Photographic policy and permissions 

Volunteer Club Leaders have this year been given clear guidance on Bookfeast’s policy and 

procedure on photography to allow them to record and share the club’s work as evidence 

for funders and schools, for publicity and training materials, and for children to show others. 

 

 

 8.  Lunchboox and “book-loving” schools  

“Book-loving” – the 20 point programme 

The value of reading for pleasure has been set out in section 4. Taking this a step further, by 

improving opportunities for children to read for pleasure in school, is the concept of a 

“book-loving” school. Michael Rosen has developed a 20-point plan to help schools to do 

this. He shares ideas and activities to help make school a place where everyone reads, talks 

about reading and the profile of books and reading is high. He also sets out key questions for 

schools to evaluate how book-loving they are. 

https://www.pearson.com/uk/educators/primary-educators/subjects/primary-english/tips-

from-michael-rosen.html. 

  

Building an outstanding reading school  

A key report for schools aiming to build an outstanding reading pathway, is 

Building an outstanding reading school: six strategies for making reading for pleasure work 

in your school, by James Clements, an English adviser supporting schools and local 

authorities to develop the teaching of reading, writing and drama.  

http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/oxed/primary/reports/ReadingForPleasureReport.pdf

?region=uk 

 

The reports set out six core strategies to achieve this.

1. Supporting staff 2. Teaching the reading curriculum 
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3. Engaging parents 

4. Developing the reading environment 

5. Targeting resources 

6. Celebrating reading

Lunchboox Clubs contribute to all six strategies and are a vital component in creating an 

outstanding reading school. For example,  

 

“Giving children the opportunity to share the texts they are reading can have a 

hugely positive effect on the reading culture within a classroom, raising the status of 

reading and proving another sources of recommendations. When new books arrive 

they should be shown and prompted to the class.” (Page 9) 

 

Lunchboox could consider offering to produce a case study for the programme as they are 

requesting examples of excellent work. 

 

Schools and Lunchboox 

Schools were asked how they made their school more “book-loving” and they (14) 

responded as shown below. 

• Lunchboox assembly or presentation to rest of school? (4/14) 

• Notice board displays featuring Lunchboox books? (5/14) 

• Contact with authors via letters / emails, or visits by authors of any Lunchboox 

books? (7/14) 

• Books ‘going viral’ in the playground i.e. children talking to each other about 

Lunchboox titles? (8/14) 

• Positive feedback from parents about their child's reading or Lunchboox 

experience? (3/14) 

  

Bookfeast Schools Festival  

The Bookfeast Schools Festival is a very well established annual event in Oxfordshire. This 

year it was held in May 2018 at St Hugh’s College, University of Oxford, for a range of author 

talks and book signings over 3 days.  1600 children came to Festival events, plus 175 

accompanying teachers and other adults. There were 18 author sessions, with 16 

participating authors and illustrators. Five Lunchboox school groups attended and these  
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children were especially excited to meet authors whose books they had read at Lunchboox, 

including Tony de Saulles, Abi Elphinstone, Kaye Umansky and Jennifer Killick.  

The Literacy co-ordinator from Wood Farm primary said of the experience:  

“An inspiring event organized by a great charity.”  

 

Some schools continue to enjoy the opportunity to bring pupils into an Oxford college and 

are grateful for the aspirational benefits this provides for some children: 

 

“We enjoyed our visit to Book Feast [Author Festival} and the trail afterwards around St 

Hugh’s which was great for aspiration purposes. One child said they would love to go there 

to study.”  Assistant Head Teacher, Madley Brook, 2017 

 

Sharing the books 

Schools were asked what they did with the 60 new books they gained during the year. In 

two schools the Lunchboox children got to keep them and in two they went into a specific 

classroom. In most schools the books were put into the library and used as guided readers. 

 

Summary 

It is clear from the schools’ own feedback, and that of the Club Leaders and children, that   

Lunchboox makes the 20 point plan a reality for schools by implementing most of the 20 

points, e.g. setting up school book clubs, sharing books, reading widely, regular themed 

activities, performing stories, having plenty of books around and encouraging varies reading. 

Lunchboox makes a very positive and a significant contribution to making a school “book- 

loving”. Specific examples are:  

 

• The clubs supported about 450 children – in 16 schools 

• The clubs introduced the children to 33 new titles 

• Bookfeast Schools Festival 2018 was attended by 5/16 Lunchboox schools where 

children met top authors and illustrators 

• The children took part in a range of fun, stimulating discussions and activities to 

explore the themes in the books and their responses to them 
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• There were displays about the books in corridors to share with other children 

• A school invited Lunchboox alumni to join a few sessions to encourage the new 

members 

• Children got to read their Lunchboox books in class 

• 60 new Lunchboox books could be placed in the school library and classrooms for 

other children to use 

• Children talked about their Lunchboox experiences positively to teachers, other 

children and parents. 

 

 

9. Conclusions 

 

This evaluation has looked at the responses and experiences of children, Club Leaders and 

school staff all of whom made Lunchboox happen during 2017/18. 

 

In 2017-18 Lunchboox gave around 450 children in Oxfordshire the chance to read great 

books, to talk about them, to explore them through a range of creative activities. They had 

fun outside the classroom – at least 30 hours of contact time from a trained Club Leader.   

 

Most children who came were girls, 69% and 31% were boys. This reflects the national 

picture of boy’s reading and is an area for Lunchboox to continue to address with the help of 

the schools i.e. to encourage more boys to take part. Feedback from the Club Leaders this 

year shows that boys may be initially uninterested but can become involved and 

enthusiastic about books.  

 

The vast majority of the children enjoyed coming to Lunchboox, would like to come back 

and would recommend it to a friend. The social side, fun activities and the edible treats 

made it fun and exciting. In terms of approach, there was more discussion and sharing 

noted by both the Club Leaders and appreciated by the children. Previously uninterested or 

slow readers became more confident and their attendance at Lunchboox had made a 

significant difference.  
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Schools used the 60 new Lunchboox books in various ways – as guided read sets, for class 

bookshelves and in the library so that other children could benefit from an influx of 

interesting new reading matter. They continue to consider whether they can afford to 

subscribe to Lunchboox, whilst acknowledging it is good value for money.  

 

Thirteen Club Leaders signed up to volunteer again and they coped well with mixed ability 

groups and the occasional sudden cancellation of a session.  All Club Leaders produced 

inspiring book-related activities week after week. 

 

Schools used Lunchboox to target boys and reluctant readers. They valued the work of the 

Club Leaders and ensured the books they received were made available throughout the 

school. They would recommend Lunchboox to other schools. 

 

Lunchboox enriched the curriculum both in school and out of school with events, and gave 

the children who attended numerous creative, fun and inspiring opportunities to read for 

pleasure thus making a positive and measurable contribution to building outstanding 

reading schools and “book-loving” schools. 

 

“Talking and having different things to talk about” Girl Year 6 Cutteslowe 

 

“I like that we read a wide variety of books – not just one sort.” Girl Year 5 Dr South’s I 

 

“It’s not just a bland worksheet but a series of activities related to the book. ” 

Boy Year 6 Wolvercote 
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10.  Suggested actions for 2018/9 

 

1. Review book selection per club to ensure books at the right level for the group.  

2. Share experiences and look at ways of dealing with disruption positively in the 

sessions. 

3. Emphasise to schools the importance of avoiding activity clashes with sessions. 

4. Continue the emphasis on discussions and debating points raised by the books. 

5. Club Leaders to follow up with the children, to ask them how they are 

interpreting the survey questions and to elicit more details about the responses. 

6. Collect data on the number of children who drop out, to give an overall retention 

rate. 

7. Consider offering to produce a case study for the Building an outstanding reading 

school programme.  

8. Create a list of Golden Picks for Club Leaders. 

9. Continue to encourage Clubs to put on at least one book assembly during the 

year. 
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